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Very-low-frequency impedance spectroscopy 

Figure S1 shows a schematic illustration of an impedance spectrum obtained in a very-low-

frequency impedance measurement with a symmetrical cell using two lithium metal electrodes. At 

high frequencies, the bulk resistance of the electrolyte, 𝑅"#$%,  is detected, from which to the total 

ionic conductivity 𝜎'()		can be determined. For LiTFSI:G4 (1:1), a value of 1.5 mS/cm has been 

obtained,1 which is in good agreement with the one reported by Ueno et al.2  At intermediate 

frequencies, a Li/electrolyte interfacial semicircle is observed, reflecting the resistance of the solid 

electrolyte interphase and the charge transfer resistance. At low frequencies, a Warburg-short type 

behavior is found reflecting the formation of salt diffusion layers due to the blocking of the anions 

by Li electrodes. From a fit of the low-frequency data, the diffusion resistance 𝑅+',,  can be 

obtained, which can then be used to calculate a Li+ transference number under the anion blocking 

condition:1 

𝑡.'/
0"1 = 34567

34567839:;;
        (S1) 

For LiTFSI:G4 (1:1), we reported a value of 𝑡.'80"1 = 0.025 , which is much smaller than the 

transport number 𝑡.'8@AB≈0.5. 
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In addition to the analysis in ref.1, we use in the following the impedance spectra obtained 

at different electrode distances to determine the salt diffusion coefficient 𝐷D0$E. To this end, Figure 

S2 shows the characteristic time constant of the Warburg-short element τ versus the distance 

between electrodes squared, 𝑑G.	These quantities are related via: 

𝜏 = +I

JKLM6N
                 (S2) 

From a fit of the data in Figure S2, a value of 𝐷D0$E = 7 ∙ 10RS cm²/s was obtained. 

  

Figure S1. Schematic illustration of a very-low-frequency impedance spectrum of a Li+ liquid electrolyte 
between Li metal electrodes. 

 

Figure S2 . Plot of the characteristic time constant τ vs. electrode distance squared, d², to determine the 
salt diffusion coefficient  𝐷D0$E. 
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Simulation Methodology 

Force field functional forms. The total potential energy, including nonbonded interactions 

and valence interactions, is given in eq S3: 

𝑈E(E 𝑟 = 𝑈VW 𝑟 + 𝑈WYVK 𝜃'[%
"\)+D

+ 𝑈K]^YK3_.` ∅'[%$
+'b\+c0$D

				 S3  

where 𝑈VW 𝑟  stands for non-bonded potentials, 𝑈WYVK 𝜃'[%  for bend-based potentials and 

𝑈K]^YK3_.` ∅'[%$  for dihedral-based potential. Since all the chemical bonds are constrained via 

SHAKE algorithm, there is no contribution from bonds. Non-bonded interactions include 

repulsion-dispersion (RD) term, electrostatic interaction due to fixed partial atomic charges and 

interaction involving induced dipole moments: 

𝑈VW 𝑟 = 𝑈3K 𝑟 + 𝑈1(#$ 𝑟 + 𝑈f($ 𝑟 = 

𝐴hi exp −𝐵hi𝑟'[ − 𝐶hi𝑟'[p + 𝐷
12

𝐵hi𝑟'[

qG

'r[

+ 

𝑞'𝑞[
4𝜋𝜖w𝑟'['r[

−
1
2 𝜇'𝐸'w

'
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where 𝑈3K denotes repulsion-dispersion potential, 𝑈1(#$ for coulombic (electrostatic) interaction, 

and 𝑈f($  for interaction involved induced dipoles. In RD potentials, 𝐴hi  and 𝐵hi  are used for 

repulsion terms, while 𝐶hi for attractive dispersion and 𝐷 12/(𝐵hi𝑟'[)
qG

 for dominant repulsive 

interaction at close distances ( 𝑟'[ <1.0 Å) with 𝐷 = 5×10R~𝐾𝑐𝑎𝑙/𝑚𝑜𝑙  for all pairs. In the 

coulombic interactions,  𝑞' denotes the fixed partial atomic charge of atom i, 𝜖w is the permittivity 

in vacuum, 𝜇' is the instantaneous induced dipole moment of atom i, and 𝐸'w is the instanteneous 
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electric field in the location of atom i. The bend-based potential and dihedrals are defined in eqs. 

S5 and S6, respectively. 

𝑈WYVK 𝜃'[% = 0.5×𝑘hi�WYVK 𝜃'[% − 𝜃'[%w
G				 S5  

𝑈K]^YK3_.` ∅'[%$ = 0.5×𝑘hi��)K]^YK3_. 1 − cos 𝑛∅'[%$
)

				 S6  

where 𝜃'[% is instantaneous bend angle, while 𝜃'[%w  is the equilibrium angle for corresponding bend 

and 𝑘hi�WYVK  is the force constant.  The subscripts, α, β, γ define atom types of i, j, k atoms 

comprising the bend. In the dihedral potential, the 𝑘hi��)K]^YK3_.  defines for the force constant, 

subscripts α, β, γ, δ define the atom types of i, j, k, l atoms forming the dihedral and n represents 

the order of cosine functions.  

 

Results of Simulations 

Pairwise structural correlations. The influence of temperature on radial distribution 

function (RDF) in equimolar system is shown in Figure S3. Comparison of RDFs for systems with 

different glyme molecules are shown in Figure S4. The universal definition of first coordination 

shell for oxygen around Li+ can be located between 0 and 3.0 Å, indicated by red dashed line in 

Figure S4 A. For equimolar [Li(G4][TFSI] system at 373 K, the distribution of coordinated 

oxygens from different species is shown in Figure S5, in which the majority of Li+ are bound with 

glyme, while a small fraction of Li+ is coordinated solely with OTFSI. 
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Figure S3. Temperature dependence of radial distribution function in equimolar [Li(G4)][TFSI]. 

	

 

Figure S4. Influence of the length of glyme molecules on the radial distribution of Li-O: (A) Li-O(combined 
ether oxygen and TFSI oxygen); (B) Li-O(ether oxygen); and (C) Li-O(TFSI oxygen). 
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Figure S5. Distribution of coordinated oxygen around Li. 

	

Comparison of diffusion coefficients with experimental data. The calculated diffusion 

coefficients based on simulation data are lower than corresponding measurements from 

experiments by factor of two (Fig.S6), which is still a much better agreement compared to 

simulations with non-polarizable force fields. 

 

Figure S6. Temperature dependence of self-diffusion coefficients from MD simulations (solid 
symbols) and direct comparison with experimental measurement (open symbols). 
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Calculation of residence times. The residence time of ether oxygen inside the first 

coordination shell around Li is calculated based on residence autocorrelation function (ACF), 

defined as  

𝐴𝐶𝐹 =
< 𝐻'[ 𝑡 𝐻'[ 0 >
< 𝐻'[ 0 𝐻'[ 0 >								 S7  

 in which 𝐻'[ 𝑡  gives the binary definition indicating whether the selected ether oxygen is inside 

the first Li-O coordination shell. Consequently, if atom j is inside the first coordination shell of 

atom i,  𝐻'[ 𝑡 = 1; otherwise 𝐻'[ 𝑡 = 0. The ACF originally obtained from trajectories is then 

fitted with the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts(KWW) function: 

𝑃	 𝑡 = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 −
𝑡

𝜏���

i
								 S8  

where 𝐴 , 𝛽  and 𝜏���  are the fitting parameters. Integrating P(t) from t=0 to t→∞, i.e. 𝜏 =

𝑃(𝑡)𝑑𝑡�
w , gives the characteristic residence time 𝜏. The original ACF and the corresponding fits with 

KWW functions are illustrated in Figure S7, in which the excellent agreement between ACF and fits 

can be confirmed. The calculated residence times of oxygen, including both ether and TFSI 

oxygens, are shown in Table S1. 
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Figure S7. Residence auto correlation function of Li-Oglyme and the corresponding KWW fits. 

	

Table S1. Residence times of oxygen atoms within the first coordination shell of Li. 

 G4 G3 G5 
NLi/Nglyme 1.0 0.75 0.5 0.25 1.0 1.0 

𝝉𝑳𝒊R𝑶𝒈𝒍𝒚𝒎𝒆(ns) 305.4 68.4 27.7 20.8 103.3 1298.4 
𝝉𝑳𝒊R𝑶𝑻𝑭𝑺𝑰  (ns) 0.25 0.080 0.066 0.060 0.50 0.42 

	

 

 

Contributions to conductivity from various correlations.  Below various contributions to 

ionic conductivity, including the self and distinct contributions defined in the Onsager coefficients, 

are given below: 

𝜎8
D\$, = 𝑙𝑖𝑚

E→�

𝑒G

6𝑡𝑉𝑘W𝑇
< 𝑅'/ 𝑡 − 𝑅'/ 0 G >

V/

'/

								(S9)	
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𝜎88+'DE')1E = 𝑙𝑖𝑚
E→�

𝑒G

6𝑡𝑉𝑘W𝑇
< 𝑅'/ 𝑡 − 𝑅'/ 0 𝑅[/ 𝑡 − 𝑅[/ 0 >

V/

'/¬[/

									(S10)	

𝜎RD\$, = 𝑙𝑖𝑚
E→�

𝑒G

6𝑡𝑉𝑘W𝑇
< 𝑅' 𝑡 − 𝑅' 0 G >

V

'

									(S11)	

𝜎RR+'DE')1E = 𝑙𝑖𝑚
E→�

𝑒G

6𝑡𝑉𝑘W𝑇
< 𝑅' 𝑡 − 𝑅' 0 𝑅[ 𝑡 − 𝑅[ 0 >

V/

'¬[

								(S12)		

2s8R = 𝑙𝑖𝑚
E→�

𝑒G

6𝑡𝑉𝑘W𝑇
< 𝑅'/ 𝑡 − 𝑅'/ 0 𝑅[ 𝑡 − 𝑅[ 0

V

[

>
V/

'/

								 S13 .	

where 𝜎8
D\$, and 𝜎88+'DE')1E indicate the contributions to conductivity due to cation-cation self and 

distinct correlations, while 𝜎RD\$, and 𝜎RR+'DE')1E indicate contributions to conductivity due to anion-

anion self and distinct correlations. The 2s8R term is the conductivity contributed by correlations 

between cations and anions. 
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